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ABSTRACT
In the U.S., suboptimal care quality for patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is reflected by high rates of emergency department visits and hospital readmissions, as well as excessive costs. Moreover, a substantial proportion of COPD patients do not receive guideline-directed therapies. In quality improvement (QI) programs, these types of health care problems are commonly addressed through interventions that primarily or exclusively support physicians in aligning their practices with guidelines and clinical quality measures. However, the root causes of many deficits in health care quality are not necessarily “physician centric.” Instead, they often involve suboptimal collaboration among members of interprofessional health care teams and gaps in coproductive relationships among patients and providers.

We conducted a QI project to identify interprofessional and coproductive correlates of COPD care quality in the context of a continuing education program designed to advance knowledge and skill among patients, providers, and the interprofessional COPD team regarding coproductive COPD care. Participants in the program included providers in 30 primary care practices across the U.S. who, along with their own COPD patients and a separate cohort of patients from COPD advocacy groups, completed a patient-provider survey study designed to identify alignments and mismatches in coproductive perceptions and behaviors, a private survey feedback session for each practice’s team, and online/mobile educational activities on COPD. In addition, more than 1,000 additional providers and 200 patients participated in just the online/mobile education.

From the patient perspective, baseline measures indicated a high rate of dissatisfaction with COPD treatment plans and suboptimal coproductive interaction with members of the interprofessional health care team. Across providers, there were gaps and variation in provision of patient education, attitudes and practices regarding shared decision-making, and care coordination with pulmonary specialists. In addition, relatively low proportions of providers reported high levels of skill in various coproductive processes.

The project outcomes indicated mismatches between COPD patients and providers in perceived ability to recognize COPD exacerbations, shared treatment goals, barriers to medication adherence, perceived impact of COPD on quality of life, and other aspects of COPD care. Providers demonstrated improvements in knowledge and attitudes regarding coproductive and coordinated COPD care.

PROBLEM
In the U.S., chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) affects an estimated 24 million adults and accounts for more than 1.5 million emergency department visits and 725,000 hospitalizations per year. The 30-day readmission rate for people hospitalized with acute COPD exacerbations is nearly 25%.1 2 The total annual cost estimates for COPD exceed $35 billion.3 Up to 40% of patients with COPD exacerbations do not receive guideline-directed therapies, and up to 50% receive at least one medication that is deemed potentially harmful. 4 5 In quality improvement (QI) programs, these types of health care problems are commonly addressed through interventions, including continuing education, that primarily or exclusively support physicians in aligning their practices with evidence-based guidelines and clinical quality measures. However, the root causes of many deficits in health care quality are not necessarily “physician centric.” Instead, they often involve suboptimal collaboration among members of interprofessional healthcare teams and gaps in coproduction, which is defined by the extent to which patients and providers form partnerships in services such as shared treatment goal-setting and decision-making, and assessment of care quality and outcomes.6 7

This article reports a phase 1 project designed to identify interprofessional and
Coproducive correlates of COPD care quality in the context of a continuing education program. Conducted by PRIME Education, Inc. (PRIME®), a multi-accredited provider of interprofessional continuing education (IPCE) for health care teams, the project was motivated partly by new models of value-based health care that emphasize aligning practice with patient-centered priorities of the National Quality Strategy (NQS). These priorities include engaging patients and caregivers as partners, promoting effective communication between patients and providers, and enhancing care coordination among members of interprofessional health care teams.

The project involved a patient-provider survey study and educational activities for primary care clinicians—including physicians, nurse practitioners, and physician assistants—as well as patients with COPD, and other members of the COPD care team. Our QI team comprised PRIME’s trained QI education staff, including specialists in designing patient-provider surveys and analyzing the results and in developing, implementing, and evaluating measurable outcomes of educational interventions that target gaps in care quality. Here we describe how the methods and outcomes of this project have informed the development of an ongoing comprehensive QI education program on COPD.

**BACKGROUND**

In addition to high rates of emergency department visits and hospital readmissions, many patients with COPD have long delays in diagnosis and treatment initiation after initial symptoms, underutilization of effective services such as pulmonary rehabilitation, and inadequate self-management behaviors. Commonly reported consequences include compromised functional capacity, disease-related psychosocial disorders, and poor quality of life. These markers of suboptimal COPD care quality can be partly attributed to gaps in interprofessional collaborative practice and patient-provider coproduction. For example, delayed diagnosis and treatment initiation can result from oversights in referral practices and care coordination between primary care providers and pulmonary specialists. Inadequate self-management behaviors are frequently associated with deficient patient education and counseling, as well as ineffective patient-provider communication.

The hallmarks of coproduction among patients and providers include shared treatment goal-setting and decision-making, mutual understanding of the patient’s disease-related knowledge and needs for education, and commitments to respectful and productive communication. Evidence is mounting to support the view that patients who are engaged as partners in their health care experience better outcomes at lower costs. Moreover, patients’ perceptions of the quality of their COPD care are correlated with the strength of coproducive relationships with their providers. To be effective in promoting coproduction, however, QI initiatives must be informed by evidence and insights into the extent to which relationships between COPD patients and providers, as well as among members of interprofessional care teams, are indeed coproducive.

Comprehensive studies are lacking in the literature on coproduction in COPD. Findings from two recent studies indicated disconnects between patient and provider perceptions of patients’ knowledge needs and preferred methods of education, as well as beliefs about the effects of smoking on disease etiology and progression. Through the QI interprofessional continuing education (IPCE) program reported in this article, we sought to identify alignments and mismatches in patients’ and providers’ goals, perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors regarding various aspects of COPD care quality.

**BASELINE MEASUREMENT**

After obtaining independent institutional review board (IRB) approval, we identified regions of the U.S. with a high prevalence of people with COPD and a high density of primary care practices treating COPD patients. To identify these regions, we used the 2010 U.S. Census surveillance data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and the American Medical Association Physician Masterfile. Crossover data from these sources were used to calculate a composite score for ranking the 48 contiguous states by population, COPD prevalence, and density of primary care practices. We identified the top 10 states by highest-ranking composite scores and, from these states, selected 1,257 primary care practices through ICD-9 codes for COPD. We used electronic and telephonic communications to recruit a final cohort of 30 primary care practices with interprofessional clinical staff. From each practice, a physician, nurse practitioner, or physician assistant was enrolled as the primary participant in the program, and each provider was encouraged to engage his/her entire treatment team in the project. The enrolled providers reported having office visits with an average of 18 patients with COPD per week.

Each of the 30 primary care providers invited three of their patients with COPD to participate in a “tethered” patient-provider survey study. (Throughout this article, the tethered group refers to patients who received primary care from the 30 providers in the QI cohort.) The surveys included items that prompted patients and providers to indicate their respective COPD treatment goals, perceptions about the disease symptoms and its effects on quality of life, assessment of patients’ abilities to recognize and respond to COPD exacerbations, views on patient barriers to medication adherence, attitudes and practices regarding shared decision-making, and other aspects of COPD care quality. In addition to the 90 patients in the tethered cohort, a separate external group of 125 patients, who were recruited from COPD advocacy groups across the U.S., completed the patient surveys (Patient advocacy groups are organizations that provide services to patients with specific diseases or conditions).
Despite reporting that cigarette smoking is the most likely cause for their COPD, 87% of patients indicated that they currently smoke at least 1 cigarette per week.

In response to a question about the sufficiency of information received from their COPD health care team (1 = none; 3 = the right amount; 5 = too much), patients’ mean rating for information and assistance on smoking cessation was 2.3.

Although a large proportion of the patients reported feeling confident in discussing questions about COPD with their physicians (80%), relatively few patients expressed confidence in such discussions with other members of their COPD care teams, including nurses (32%) and other health care professionals (24%).

Patients gave low to moderate ratings (4.0-7.6 on a 10-point scale) to different members of interprofessional care teams for their understanding of the impact of COPD on emotional health and quality of life.

The surveys included an open-ended item asking patients for the main messages they would like to give providers about how to improve COPD care quality. The general themes of these messages are summarized as follows:

- Improve listening and communication skills
- Demonstrate greater understanding and compassion about the effects of COPD
- Provide education on lifestyle modification, new treatments, self-care, and other important aspects of COPD care
- Work cooperatively with the patient’s other health care providers
- Involve patients in treatment and care decisions
- Direct patients to community education and support resources

Supplementary Table 1 presents examples of patients’ open-ended comments categorized by these themes.

Baseline assessments for the 30 providers were qualitative, derived through reviewing transcript notes taken during the survey feedback sessions. Key themes and observations derived from discussions during the sessions are summarized as follows:

- Across providers, there was considerable variation in provision of patient education on essential self-care topics such as recognizing exacerbations and taking appropriate action to ensure timely treatment.
- Many providers reported that they educated patients about COPD causes, risks, symptoms, and treatment; however, few providers offered education and counseling on patient-centered interests and outcomes such as strategies for emotional coping and improving quality of life.
- Many providers acknowledged a lack of training and experience in counseling to address issues of emotional health and quality of life for patients with COPD.
- There was considerable variation in attitudes and practices regarding shared decision-making. Some providers commented that they take full responsibility for treatment decision-making because they “know what is best” for their patients. At the other end of the spectrum, providers expressed the view that they are patient advocates who regularly encourage shared decision-making. Reported barriers to effective shared decision-making included a lack of training and experience in cultural competence.
- Several of the primary care providers cited suboptimal communication with pulmonology specialists as a barrier to optimal COPD care quality.

Our qualitative analysis indicated that the different perspectives among providers were not systematically associated with their ages, gender, geographic location, or other demographic factors.

For the series of online/mobile educational activities on COPD, we developed a pre- and post-program survey
to assess providers’ attitudes and barriers to patient-centered COPD care and self-assessed ability to perform key skills in coproductive relationships with patients. These activities were to designed to improve providers’ confidence and competence in COPD assessment as well as in patient counseling and shared decision-making. At the time this article was published, baseline surveys for the ongoing program had been completed by more than 1,000 interprofessional providers in addition to the 30 QI cohort providers. The pre- and post-program surveys included items for self-assessing abilities to perform various patient-centered and coproductive skills. On the pre-program survey, relatively low proportions of providers in the QI cohort reported strong agreement with statements indicating high levels of confidence in assessing COPD prognosis and in counseling patients about topics of COPD treatment (30%) and quality of life through referrals to case management, skilled nursing, and palliative care (10%). (See Supplementary Table 2.) Respondents reported that their greatest barriers to providing optimal COPD care were patients’ continued smoking (72%), non-adherence to treatment plans (69%), and lack of understanding about COPD progression (43%).

**DESIGN**

The main educational components in this program were (1) 30 live and Internet-based performance improvement courses in which the 30 primary care practices received feedback on patient-provider survey findings; (2) an Internet-based (online/mobile) simulation course on patient-centered and interprofessional COPD care; (3) a set of 5 nonaccredited checklists for aligning COPD care with evidence-based guidelines and national quality measures; and (4) 2 educational tools specifically designed for patients.

During the private feedback courses, graphs were presented that compared de-identified and aggregated survey responses for (1) the participating physician, nurse practitioner, or physician assistant; (2) the provider’s patients in the tethered cohort; (3) all patients in the tethered cohort, which enabled benchmark comparisons with peer providers; and (4) patients in the COPD advocacy groups. In presenting the survey findings, the clinician-educator pointed out alignments and mismatches between the provider’s responses and those of the different patient groups. The clinician-educator engaged the provider and participating clinical team members in reflection and discussion of targeted action plans for resolving identified mismatches. A moderator took notes on the discussions. Providers were also able to view the survey findings on a personalized online dashboard. At the conclusion of each course, providers were prompted to identify a personalized action plan for improvement in coproductive COPD care.

The rationale for the private feedback session was based on principles and evidence for audit and feedback as an intervention in continuing education programs for health care professionals. In a meta-analysis of 140 studies on the effects of audit and feedback education, significant improvements in clinical practice were observed. Our adaptation and implementation of this method were also informed by supporting rationale from a white paper developed by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality and our application of feedback in previous successful QIE programs.

The essential premise of this method is that, through reviewing quantitative and qualitative data that directly reflect their clinical performance, health care professionals can reinforce strengths and develop targeted strategies for overcoming weaknesses. Data indicating alignments and mismatches in aspects of patient-provider coproduction enable opportunities to effectively negotiate treatment goals and align practices with patient-centered measures of care quality.

The Internet simulation course was designed as a follow-up intervention to reinforce lessons learned and provide evidence-based information to support action plans developed in the feedback sessions. It was also designed to engage and educate the interprofessional treatment team in unified learning. This course was accredited for 1.5 hours for physicians and physician assistants by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME); for nurse practitioners by the American Association of Nurse Practitioners (AANP); for pharmacists by the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE); for nurses by the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC); and for case managers by the Commission for Case Manager Certification (CCCM).

The simulation demonstrated case-based approaches to effective interprofessional collaborative practice in COPD and coproductive strategies for overcoming barriers to optimal COPD care and treatment outcomes. Reinforcement of the interprofessional team was established through the IPCE design of the simulation and multi-accreditation. Additional reinforcement of these skills and strategies was afforded by the series of COPD care checklists and patient education tools. The checklists contained items for (1) guideline-directed COPD diagnosis and assessment; (2) educating patients about COPD, lifestyle modifications, medication use, exacerbation prevention strategies, and follow-up visits with providers; and (3) performing NQS-related measures for clinical care, patient safety, and community/population health. The patient tools comprised a self-assessment questionnaire and a self-management tool.

The simulation course and the COPD care checklists were packaged in an online/mobile toolkit that facilitated access to the 30 primary care providers, interprofessional members of their practices’ clinical teams and, as of the publication date for this article, a national audience of more than 1,000 primary care and specialty providers.
In analyzing the patient-provider survey data, we compared percentages of responses to linked items for the participating provider and the tethered and advocacy patient groups. This method enabled identification of alignments and mismatches in COPD-related goals, perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors. The design facilitated investigation of potential influences of patient participation in advocacy group activities that might improve coproductive skills. The analysis was guided by our tethered patient-provider model of learning, which is based on a framework of coproductive aims for patient and provider education, adopted from the HIMSS Foundation and National eHealth Collaborative’s patient engagement model. Outcome domains were identified by the framework of Moore et al., such that pre- to post-activity improvements self-reported competence and performance were categorized at levels 4 and 5.

**STRATEGY**

The project’s three sets of educational components—the private feedback courses, the case-based simulation activity, and the COPD care toolkit—instantiate our strategy for supporting the participating providers in improving competencies in essential interprofessional and coproductive aspects of COPD care. In addition, the series of interventions facilitated outcomes to inform our development of a phase 2 QI education project that we began in early 2016. As described in this article, the feedback course was designed to guide providers in developing a personalized action plan to close identified gaps in coproductive aspects of COPD care. In the successive educational activities, this action plan served as input to orient participants to targeted, individual learning objectives and as impetus toward program completion. During the online/mobile activities, providers completed course evaluations intended to measure improvement in knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, and competence related to evidence-based treatment and coproductive COPD care. Data used as input for the improvement cycles are presented in Supplementary Table 2.

**RESULTS**

**Demographics**

For the patients in the tethered (n = 90) and advocacy groups (n = 125), mean ages were 64 and 67 years, respectively; mean ages at COPD diagnosis were 54 and 56 years; and mean durations since diagnosis were 9 and 11 years. A substantial proportion of patients in the tethered group (39%) and advocacy group (50%) reported having had respiratory symptoms for more than two years before they were diagnosed with COPD. A large percentage of patients in the tethered and advocacy groups reported that they were in advanced stages of COPD, either Stage 3 (30% and 36%, respectively) or Stage 4 (16% or 42%, respectively).

As derived from the patient-provider surveys, key mismatches and alignments in coproductive aspects of COPD care are summarized as follows.

**COPD Testing Frequency**

Patients and providers were asked to indicate how often spirometry or lung function testing was performed. Whereas 36% and 34% of patients in the tethered and advocacy groups, respectively, reported that they never or rarely receive these tests, 83% of the providers reported that they perform the tests regularly.

**Shared Treatment Goals**

A survey question asked patients and providers to indicate their most important goals for COPD treatment. Participants were instructed to select all goals that they deemed important from a list of five goals. The survey results indicated a common pattern for three of the treatment goals: managing symptoms, preventing exacerbations, and preventing hospitalizations. As shown in Supplementary Table 2, the majority of providers rated all three of these goals as highly important; however, relatively low percentages of patients in the tethered and advocacy groups gave high ratings.

**Agreement on Treatment Plan**

Among patients in the tethered and advocacy groups, respectively, 81% and 52% reported having agreed with their providers on a COPD treatment plan, whereas 57% of providers indicated this agreement. Across the tethered and patient advocacy groups, 86% and 61% of patients reported that they did not miss a prescribed dose during this period. However, only 59% of providers estimated that their patients were fully adherent.

**Perceived Barriers to Medication Adherence**

Compared with patients in the tethered and advocacy groups, a smaller proportion of providers attributed medication non-adherence to patients’ having trouble remembering to take their medications (see Supplementary Table 2). Relatively fewer patients than providers indicated that a main barrier to adherence is patient beliefs that COPD treatment plans are not effective in achieving goals. A similar pattern was observed for attributing non-adherence to lack of patient insurance coverage.

**Perceived Impact of COPD on Quality of Life**

In response to a survey item addressing the impact of COPD on emotional aspects of quality of life, a large proportion of patients in the tethered and advocacy groups associated their disease with experiences of fatigue (61% and 64%), frustration (46% and 59%), and feelings of being overwhelmed (38% and 50%). Providers estimated, on average, that only 33% of their patients are emotionally affected by COPD. During the private feedback sessions, a number of providers acknowledged the importance of addressing patients’
emotional needs, but they admitted a lack of training and competence in the assessment, communication, and management skills necessary to adequately support patients.

**Most Important Topics for COPD Education**

Patients and providers gave similar high ratings for the importance of various topics for COPD education, including topics of treatment options, side effects, importance of adherence, and symptom management. However, a greater proportion of providers (79%) than patients in the tethered and advocacy groups (45% and 17%) rated smoking cessation assistance as a highly important topic. For most of the topics, with the exception of smoking cessation assistance, the advocacy patient group’s ratings were higher than those of the tethered patient group and closer to those of the providers.

**Improvement in Knowledge, Attitudes, Beliefs Related to Coordinating COPD Care**

As indicated in self-assessment evaluations following the on-demand online and mobile educational activities, the 30 primary care providers in the cohort significantly improved their knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs related to coproductive COPD care. All cohort providers expressed confidence in being able to achieve their personal action plans over the next six months to improve the quality of their COPD patients’ care. From pre- to post-program, there was a 55% increase in providers’ self-reported ability to discuss referrals for case management, skilled nursing, and palliative care with COPD patients; a 32% increase in recognizing benefits of pulmonary rehabilitation; and a 36% increase in providers’ self-rated ability to discuss COPD prognosis/progression and available pharmacologic options with their patients. Additional pre- and post-activity survey data indicating positive effects of the education are presented in Supplementary Table 2.

Improvements were also seen among the more than 1,000 interprofessional learners nationwide who accessed the online activities (43% primary care; 12% physician specialists; 34% nurse case managers; 7% pharmacists; 4% physician assistants). There was a 43% increase in learners’ self-reported ability to discuss referrals for case management, skilled nursing, and palliative care with COPD patients; a 25% increase in recognizing benefits of pulmonary rehabilitation; and a 47% increase in self-rated ability to discuss COPD prognosis/progression and available pharmacologic options with COPD patients.

**LESSONS AND LIMITATIONS**

Primary objectives of this project were to assess gaps in coproductive COPD care and raise awareness and knowledge among patients, providers, and the interprofessional COPD team, as well as to inform the development of a comprehensive phase 2 QI education project on COPD. The following lessons learned and interpretations of the results address these objectives.

- The baseline data for primary care providers who participated in the online/mobile educational activities revealed needs for QI-focused continuing education on coproductive skills including communicating with patients about COPD progression and prognosis, treatment options, and referrals to specialists.

- The patient-provider survey data indicated key mismatches in perceptions of patients’ receipt of important COPD assessment tests, patients’ abilities to recognize exacerbations, patients’ barriers to medication adherence, and the impact of COPD on quality of life. In addition, disconnects were identified in coproductive goal-setting and agreement on treatment plans. These disconnects reflect needs and opportunities for collaborative patient-provider education designed to promote accurate and timely recognition of symptoms, prompt implementation of action plans to avoid exacerbations, and shared understanding of treatment goals and barriers to achieving them.

- Alignments between patient-provider survey responses were observed for the importance of many, but not all, topics of patient education. In addition, assessment of overall quality of COPD care, there was agreement between patients’ overall ratings of “good” or “very good” and providers’ estimates of patients’ ratings.

- For many survey items, responses were more closely aligned for patients in the advocacy group and providers compared with patients in the tethered group and providers. This observation supports inclusion of advocacy initiatives in QI education programs for COPD.

Given the project’s focus on primary care providers, the outcomes are not generalizable to pulmonary specialists. However, a large proportion of patients with COPD in the U.S. are treated and managed in primary care settings. The project’s outcomes are especially relevant in addressing interprofessional aspects of COPD care, including needs for appropriate and timely referrals to specialists and effective care coordination and transitions. As planned, the primary care providers who participated in the patient-provider survey study and feedback sessions practiced in areas of the U.S. with a high prevalence of COPD and high practice density. Thus, generalizability to primary care providers in less populated areas with fewer COPD patients, including some rural communities, is also limited.

This project was designed to identify interprofessional and coproductive correlates of COPD care quality in the context of a continuing education program, which provides standardized educational methods and measures under regulated accreditation criteria to engage clinicians in continuing professional development. Thus, the
project was not intended to implement formal improvement methods such as PDSA. Moreover, it would have been ideal to collect more data points and extend the project over a longer period of time in order to assess its sustainability. However, as intended, the project has informed the design and development of a larger-scale phase 2 project in which chart data on providers’ adherence to quality measures for COPD and patient-centered care will be collected in multiple improvement cycles over an extended period. The phase 2 project began in early 2016 and will end in 2017. Results are intended for future publication.

This pragmatic QI education project was not designed to determine the extent to which the three interventions were individually responsible for the improvements observed in the survey conducted for Internet-based (online/mobile) simulation course.

CONCLUSION

Through patient-provider surveys and assessments conducted in association with continuing education activities, we have identified key alignments and mismatches in patients’ and primary care providers’ goals, perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors regarding interprofessional and coproductive aspects of COPD care. The project outcomes are applicable to designing QI education interventions to support providers and patients in reinforcing coproductive alignments and in developing skills for communication, negotiation, and reconciliation to appropriately resolve mismatches that undermine high-quality care.
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